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The

ALUMINIUM SYSTEMS

Innovation unlocked
A bi-folding door
evolution
With a host of brand-new
Innovations MFT brings a
premium bi-folding door into
the market at a price point to
make it the buyers “natural
selection”
Made for Trade are getting
ready to launch the second
product in the award winning
Korniche systems range, the
much-anticipated Korniche
bi-folding door. This brand-new
product makes many of the
2019 Korniche concept doors
features a production reality,
and with them come some
significant new innovations to
benefit installers, resellers, and
end users alike.
One of the key features of the
new door showcased with
great success at the 2019 FIT,
is the true all aluminium clip
bead with pre-fitted gasket, a
feature which really upholds
the Korniche FASTER USP.

This allows the doors to be
literally glazed in seconds and
significantly decreases the time
spent on site, maximizing that
all important margin for the
installer.
The new product is also going
to be SAFER. This is down to
PAS24 as standard on every
door set and MFT’s ‘safety for no
extra cost’ delivery innovation.
Look out in the coming
weeks for full details on the
new features which make
the Korniche bi-folding door
FASTER, WARMER, SLIMMER,
STRONGER and now SAFER
than the competition.
Made for Trade took the Origin
of the product and evolved it
into the next generation
of bi-folding
doors.
MFT would
like to
even think
Charles Darwin would be proud!
MFT’s business ethos of the best
products, at the best prices all
backed up by the best service
in the industry will be reflected
clearly in these fantastic new
premium doors which, like the
lantern roof, will come in at a
trade price point that cannot be
ignored and a volume reseller
offering that is absolutely
unrivalled.

Be one of the first to find out
further details on the exciting
new Korniche aluminium
bifolding door by registering
your interest at
sales@madefortrade.co.uk or
calling MFT on 01642 610 799

madefortrade.co

ROOF LANTERN

INSTALLER POINTS
The Korniche Lantern comes delivered with comprehensive step by step fitting instructions to
make installation as simple as possible. You could be for forgiven for thinking that when on-site it’s
not always that straight forward…So here are 20 points Made for Trade have put together to show
how you could really be - fitting in minutes - glazing in seconds.... and having a brew before you
know it!

1
Made for Trade have ensured that your
Korniche Lantern arrives well packaged
to minimise the chance of damage. The
downside is on occasion it might take
longer to unpack the components than
to install the lantern, but an undamaged
product can only be a good thing!

4
Ensure the prepared roof upstand is flat,
dry and free of any debris. MFT advise a
minimum of 150mm high and 69mm in
width, providing t right base for the eaves
beam of the lantern to be fixed down to.

7
Temporarily secure the eaves beams
corners with the tie wraps provided (to be
cut off later on), this allows the eaves to
be safely turned over and sealant applied
to the underside prior to placing on the
upstand.

2
Always use a safety blade to unpack
the parts to avoid scratching the profile
surfaces.

5
Made for Trade use quality hex bolts and
so they provide the hex key for bolt fixing
in the parts box. The tools you need to
complete the job are a silicone gun, knife,
soft mallet, screwdriver, Cordless Drill and
some snips.

8
Carefully turn the connected eaves beams
upside down ready to apply sealant to the
underside of the assembly.

3
Korniche Lanterns are delivered with full
colour instructions and a layout plan. When
all the parts are unwrapped, carefully check
before you start the installation to ensure
all the components are present.

6
Getting started.. Lay out the eaves beams
and locate using the plated steel corner
brackets

9
Apply the sealant liberally to the areas
indicated in the instruction manually only.
Now, and this is important.. PUT THE
SILICONE GUN DOWN, really… It’s the last
time you’ll need it.

10
Once complete, turn the eaves beams back
over and place them carefully on to the
upstand ensuring it sits square, level and
centralised. Don’t screw it down yet!

13
Install the 20mm bolts through the red
isolating caps which, when tightened, will
fully align the frame. Fasteners should be
torqued as indicated in the installation
guide. Once these are fitted you can
remove the cable ties.

16
Position the top of the glass unit against
the ridge T-bar, ensuring the panel is
central, let the unit rotate down onto the
seals until the retainer clips into the eaves
beam. Check to ensure the clip features are
engaged and the glass cannot slide down
the roof.

19
Next it’s the outer end caps, slide the
plastic fir tree clips into the slots and push
the cappings into position, use a soft mallet
to get a nice tight fit. The final piece of the
puzzle are the Boss top caps, simply line up
the pins and push into place. Done.

11
Now to build up the frame. A quick check
to ensure the chimney nuts are positioned
correctly over the holes in the hips is
worthwhile before locating the beams
over the boss. Be sure to check the correct
fasteners are used, and always torque bolts
as indicated in the installation guide.

14
Double check the frame is still set square
on the upstand. Now the assembly is fully
aligned you can fix it down to the upstand
using the pre-drilled holes in the lantern
frame and the supplied screws.

17
Once all glass panels are in place, locate
the inner and caps between the retainers
and secure with the plastic fir tree clips.
Use a soft mallet to make sure they are fully
in place.

12
Carefully place the completed lantern
frame into the eaves beam, gently push
it down and visually check that the holes
in the frame and end bosses are aligned
before moving on.

15
Firmly press the glazing retainer on to the
glass edge ensuring the self-clean coating
is the correct way round. It’s important to
check that the retainer is central across the
glass unit, with equal glass overhang at
each side.

18
Time for the top caps, you’re nearly there
now. Start with the ridge and then work
down through the hips and finally the
rafters. Ensure the top caps are aligned
correctly into the clip before firmly pushing
into place.

20
One last point, hopefully you
put the silicone gun back in the
van after point 9! DO NOT ADD
silicone to any drainage holes,
the glass or the gap between the
eaves and upstand!

It really is
that easy to
get the Perfect Finish
with the Korniche Lantern…..
now best get that kettle on…
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FREE UPGRADE!
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ALUMINIUM WINDOWS
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WINDOW SYSTEM

STAND OUT FROM THE COMPETITION
CONCEALED DRAINAGE

WITH NO UNSIGHTLY DRAIN CAPS

All the advantages of concealed drainage, without the problems

CONCEALED TRICKLE VENTILATION

No more ugly canopy vent covers

CONCEALED MULLIONS

33% Lower sightlines than a PVCu flush sash

DUMMY SASH OPTIONS

Can be made without dummy sashes

WE SUPPLY A FULL RANGE OF ALUMINIUM PRODUCTS MADE FOR THE TRADE
FLUSH WINDOWS | LANTERN ROOFS | CONSERVATORIES | DESIGNER FRONT DOORS

FREE UPGRADE!
GET UPGRADED TO

LIFT & SLIDE PATIO DOORS

ALUMINIUM BI-FOLD DOORS
7-DAY LEADTIME
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TIMBERLOOK IS A MODERN UPVC SYSTEM THAT REPLICATES HERITAGE DESIGNS
HAND-CRAFTED FOR CHARACTER AND CONSERVATION PROJECTS, BUT WITH A MINIMAL
AND UNDERSTATED APPEARANCE THAT IS JUST AS IDEAL FOR CONTEMPORARY PROPERTIES

NO UNSIGHTLY
TRICKLE VENTS

DEEP BOTTOM RAIL
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OUR NEW 28-PAGE

BROCHURE WILL DO ALL
THE SELLING FOR YOU!

CALL US ON

01253 888222
TO GET YOUR
SHOWROOM
SAMPLES

PAS24 CERTIFIED

|

SPECIFY TO DOCUMENT Q

|

ON-SITE GLAZING | 70MM FRAME

Accepted as a variation on Condition
11, they are considered to successfully
mimic traditional ﬂush casements, and
care has been taken over details such
as the cill and trickle ventilation…
Heritage Oﬃcer, Cotswold Council

THE BEST INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL
DESIGN AVAILABLE IN A FLUSH SASH

MORTISE & TENON LOOKS | CHOICE OF COLOURS & WOODGRAINS | MATCHING FLUSH DOOR
TIMBERLOOK is the Flush Sash system from Aﬀordable Windows. It boasts an authentic square mortise and tenon looking
fabrication for both the sash and outerframe - with none of the diagonal mitred joints that normally identify uPVC windows.
Featuring a night latch as standard, and with unique design options like a deep bottom rail, traditional cill details, and
concealed trickle ventilation - TIMBERLOOK windows are virtually identical to the most expensive wooden windows.

CONCEALED TRICKLE VENTILATION | 60MM SASH SIZE | SLIM ASTRAGAL ‘COTTAGE’ BAR

AFFORDABLE WINDOWS

TIMBERLOOK

FLUSH SASH
HERITAGE WINDOW

For more information, contact PHIL MYERS

01253 888222 / 07817 816663
sales@timberlook.com
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COLOUR COATING SPECIALIST
FOR WINDOWS, DOORS, AND ROOFLINE
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Get a FREE Quote
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Innovation comes built-in

60
Quotes
available in
60 minutes

HIGH PERFORMANCE
FOR YOUR HOME
With 20 years’ experience of manufacturing
integral blinds you can trust us to provide a
perfect performance.

Morley Glass & Glazing Ltd
Unit 3
Leeds 27 Industrial Estate
Bruntcliffe Way
Leeds LS27 0HH

morleyglass.co.uk
0113 277 8722 sales@morleyglass.co.uk

Covid Blitzes
Building Businesses

Covid-19 has caused more
economic damage to the UK
than Napoleon, Hitler and
The Kaiser – and construction
was worst hit.
The Office of National Statistics
reported that 2020 saw UK official GDP shrink by 9.9% against
the previous 12 months – the
largest annual fall in over 300
years since the Great Frost of
1709. This was the biggest fall
among all the G7 nations with
USA GDP down 3.5%; Germany
down 5% and Japan down 5.6%
by comparison. The collapse is
even greater than any previously
recorded including during the
Napoleonic wars, World Wars
One and Two, the great depres-

sion of the 1920s and the great
recession of the late 2000s.
Construction bore the brunt of
insolvencies by industrial sector
with 1,634 insolvencies being
even greater than those in the
hospitality or the retail sector. A
further 930 manufacturing firms
went bust.
Chris Horner, Insolvency Director with Business Rescue Expert
said: “Ominously, even with
restrictions being lifted and economic activity rising, 2021 will
be a worse year for insolvencies
in several industries than the year
of lockdowns was
“Government support in the
form of backed loans, furloughs
and the temporary ban on wind-

News

ing-up petitions and other creditors actions are all expected to
end sometime in 2021.
“Bounce Back Loan repayments
and others will begin to come
due, businesses will have to decide if they can re-employ or redeploy their furloughed workers.
Meanwhile, creditors that have
been under severe financial pressure themselves, will finally have
the ability to look for repayments
that might be critical to their own
survival.”
The UK unemployment rate also
rose by 1.1% to 5.1% by the end
of 2020 with 1,744,000 additional people looking for work.
This is the highest recorded level
since 2015. i

This Is Not A
Playground
Children are still found using
construction
sites
and
derelict properties as playgrounds – and families are
calling for an increase in site
security and for contractors
to support the message –
‘This Is Not A Playground’.
As we come out of lockdown,
the call has gone out to anyone
on a construction site (or owner
of abandoned properties) to ensure children cannot access
them over the Easter holidays.
The Times has also cited
young adults are breaking into
building sites, including a rising

trend in ‘urban explorers’ out to
investigate unusual, abandoned
properties. As schools break up
for Easter, Darron Cavanagh,
Chief Operating Officer for VPS
the property security specialists,
had this to say: “Construction
sites and abandoned buildings
are a magnet for children looking to explore and play. And
not only children but the growing interest in ‘urban exploring’
means many youths and adults
are also curious trespassers. But
they can be dangerous places.
Last June, an urban explorer fell
to his death from the roof of an

abandoned dairy in Devon.
“We are asking for anyone
who has anything to do with
constructions sites from builders
and contractors to property
owners, to do what they can to
get the message out – ‘This Is
Not A Playground’.” i
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News

New Body To Ensure
New Homes Standard

All new developments must
meet local standards of
beauty, quality and design
under new rules. Local communities will be at the heart of
plans to make sure that new
developments in their area are
beautiful and well-designed.
And an independent body will
be conceived to o versee quality
of new-build homes. Natalie Elphicke MP will chair the new
homes quality board which will
oversee consultation on a new industry code of practice and new
homes ombudsman service. She
said: “The new arrangements will
lead to a step-change in how
new homes are built and sold
and how customers are treated.

The board is committed to driving
new-build quality and strengthening protections for buyers.”
The code of practice will require developers to have an effective complaints procedure with
timelines by which they have to
address any problems that may
arise. The new homes code will
place more demands on builders
from the sales process up to two
years after the buyers move in.
Home Builders Federation, HBF,
executive chairman Stewart
Baseley said: “The industry is absolutely committed to putting
measures in place to help deliver
consistently high-quality new
homes and effective redress for
buyers. Recent years have seen

significant improvements made in
build quality and customer service and we are determined to go
further.”
The HBF said the new arrangements would pose some challenges to the industry but would
ultimately benefit both builders
and customers. Consumers will
have the right to go to the new
homes ombudsman if they feel
the developer has not satisfactorily addressed any issues. It is
expected the new arrangements
will go live later this year.
Homes England will require developers participating in the help
to buy equity loan scheme, to go
live in April, for new-build homes
to sign up to the code. i

Pointing A Finger
At Drug Testing

Keepmoat Homes is to
deploy portable fingerprint drug testing across
100 UK development sites.
Tests will be conducted inhouse by Keepmoat’s nine
regional Health and Safety
Business Partners with results
available on-site within
minutes.
“The Intelligent Fingerprinting drug testing system is a
stand-out product, and adopting it is an easy decision for
Keepmoat Homes in light of
the significant benefits. It is
non-invasive, easy to use,
rapid and accurate,” said
Nick Martens of Keepmoat
Homes.
6 | News | The Installer

The developer is one of the
UK’s top 10 house builders.
The Intelligent Fingerprinting test analyses fingerprint
sweat to detect drug use. It
will first be used by Keepmoat to manage risk in the
area of safety-critical plant
operations but can be rolled
out to include anybody coming on site.
A positive result indicates
recent drug use (within 16
hours) and therefore suggests
a greater risk of impairment
at the time of test.
This approach aligns with
TUC guidance on drug testing in the workplace. i

ROOF
LANTERN
FITTED
IN
MINUTES

10%

NEW CUSTOMER
DISCOUNT

SUPPLY & INSTALL
THE MULTI-AWARD
WINNING ALUMINIUM
LANTERN

QUOTE CODE
IP-K01

FASTER

Average installation under 30 mins

STRONGER

3m x 2.5m possible with no mid rafters

WARMER

Premium seals, class leading thermals

SLIMMER

Uninterrupted
Sight Lines
SLIMMER
Seamless joints and cappings

SUPPORT

The best trade lantern

Easy installation

Competitive pricing, reliable, fast
lead times & delivery

www.madefortrade.co
Tel: 01642 610799

ﬁnd us on facebook

* Discount applies to new trade customers and ﬁrst, single item purchase only of the Korniche Roof Lantern.

FENSA Column

FENSA – A Powerful
Voice For Installers
FENSA has grown powerful in what it does for
installers not just in terms of the benefits it
offers but also in the voice it has with
government to represent their views.

For more information on
FENSA, including details of
how to join, visit:
www.fensa.org.uk

FENSA – or Fenestration Selfforwarded immediately to local
Assessment to give it its full Voice
firms for no additional charge.
title – was created ostensibly Promotion continues with radio
as a means of saving local and social media advertising, Stronger
authority planning offices whilst at the core of the organisa- Chris Beedel, Director of
from becoming overwhelmed tion a number of key facilities and Membership for FENSA, says that
by having to inspect every benefits are now provided. And the services now offered by
window installation.
additionally,
FENSA
offers FENSA may now be counted
Following the inclusion of re- installers a powerful voice for amongst the most powerful in the
placement windows and doors in expression of a collective will.
industry, with the strength of the
the 2002 revisions to the Building
brand making the lead generaRegulations, for the first time it be- Benefits
tion service, arguably, the
came a means where competent The benefits Approved Installers strongest of any such schemes.
installers could have a percent- may enjoy include discounted “We have now evolved way beage of their jobs inspected and FENSA-crested workwear whch yond our original remit,” says
they could confidently ‘report’ that offers installers an obvious means Beedel. “And, we have now
those not inspected were still to a of making the most of recent re- proved that our Approved
high standard and complied with search that confirmed that 73% of Installers and therefore FENSA,
Building Regulations.
homeowners would only use have become stronger through
FENSA Approved Installers, their membership which allow us
FENSA Approved
whilst the organisation’s market- to offer more to support them.
With more than 70% of installers ing team provides tangible sup- “We are using that power to creusing a competent persons port for installers to upgrade their ate influence in the market, to
scheme in England and Wales own websites and other market- ask FENSA Approved Installers
being FENSA Approved, the or- ing activities. Technical advice for their views and then to pass
ganisation has huge potential for and bespoke training are also those views on to the people that
positive influence in the market. A significant services that installers will listen.”
new culture within the organisa- can enjoy.
tion is ‘how can we get better?’;
Trickle vents
‘How can we improve?’; And Lead generation
Adds Beedel: “Such as on the
‘how can we use our voice to Of all the tangibles however, issue of trickle vents,” referring to
help the industry?’. One of the the FENSA lead generation the controversy currently raging
most significant actions under- service is top of the list, espe- following the FENSA survey that
taken in recent years is a TV ad- cially with the awareness that highlighted installers’ dislike of
vertising campaign designed to the brand has amongst its tar- the idea the devices would beinform homeowners that FENSA get audience. The FENSA web- come universal. “With signifiApproved Installers were the best site draws more than 16,000 cantly more than half of the
route to ensure a successful instal- unique visitors every week. installers in England and Wales
lation in their homes. And also to Once on the site, homeowners now FENSA Approved, we
show installers that FENSA was may register their interest in are able to offer a very strong,
actively working for them to prove finding
a
FENSA collective voice – which may beit was more than a mere issuer of Approved Installer in their come the greatest FENSA benefit
certificates.
area, with the leads generated of all.” i
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VISOFOLD 1000
BI-FOLD DOORS
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PER
LEAF

10%

NEW CUSTOMER
DISCOUNT
QUOTE CODE
IP-B01

EASY INSTALLATION

Market leading trade Bi-fold Door

LARGE SASH WIDTHS

Up to 1200mm wide

STOCK COLOUR CHOICE

White, Anthracite Grey, Black & Dual Colour

PRE-HUNG & SLIMMER
QA CHECKED

Uninterrupted
Sight Lines
Safer
site delivery

SUPPORT

The best trade lantern

Competitive pricing, reliable,
fast lead times

www.madefortrade.co
Tel: 01642 610799

ﬁnd us on facebook

* Per leaf price is unglazed and may vary depending on size and speciﬁcation of the door. Lead time is based on a standard colour. Postcode restrictions apply
* Discount applies to new trade customers and ﬁrst, single item purchase only of the Visofold Bifolding Doors

The Don Waterworth Technical & Legal Column

Written by Don Waterworth BSc (Hons)
FCABE MEWI Chartered Building Engineer /
Building Surveyor,Expert Witness,
Accredited Mediator – Tel: 0800 1954922

Approved Trades Sites –
Approved By Who?
Don Waterworth, the
Installer’s technical and
legal expert warns that
‘approved trades websites’
are not controlled, don't
feature any companies that
are actually ‘approved’ and
give the industry a bad
name.

I recently carried out an inspection of works for a Local
Authority in the north of England where a householder
had made a complaint that
the works were unsatisfactory
and that the money paid was
not reflected in the works that
had been carried out, writes
Don Waterworth of Hanley
Amos Stewart.
The attached Photograph
shows the appalling work
carried out at the property.
My Builder
I asked the householder how
they found the tradesman. They
replied that they had got the
tradesman’s name off the ‘My
Builder’ website. There are
many trade organisations e.g.
Checkatrade,
RatedPeople,
Trust a Trader etc. However
should you choose to promote
your company through one of
these organisations, you must
be very protective of your
name and reputation, as you
will be ‘tarred with the same
brush’ as the worst member of
the organisation close to you.

Complaints rather
than protection
Many
trade
organisations/websites carry out no vetting whatsoever and simply
choose to deal with consumer
complaints when they come
along instead of making any
effort to make sure the consumer is going to get what they
agree to pay for. And these
consumer complaints are rarely
dealt with effectively and
‘Members’ are nearly never, if
at all, scrubbed off the
membership list. I know by experience that most Trade Organisations
provide
no
protection or comfort to consumers and indeed, I advise
my clients that in a dispute,
writing to any of the trade organisations is a waste of time
and effort.
Choose wisely
You should be proud of being
a member of a Trade Organisation, provided of course that

10 | The Don Waterworth Technical & Legal Column | The Installer

the other local members are
professional, well respected
trades people...you should
choose what you join – and
pay to join – wisely.
Alternatively, you could just
work off you own good reputation and explain to customers
why you choose to do so. Do a
good job and word or mouth
(and don’t forget you can increase your social media presence to ensure that word of
mouth spreads further) will
always hold you in good
stead. i
And remember – do not
join a trade organisation
or sign up to a wevsite
simply for a badge as you
may live to regret it - Don.
This article has been authored by our
technical writer – Principal Surveyor
Don Waterworth of hanleyamosstewart.co.uk
Don also acts as an Expert Witness and is an
Accredited Mediator.
Tel: 0800 1954922
Tuesday-Thursday 10:00am-3:00pm.

VISOGLIDE PLUS SAVE
SLIDING DOORS
PRICE
COMPARISON
GET A

NEW

10%
%

NEW 1st ORDER
INTRODUCTORY
FROM
DISCOUNT
QUOTE CODE
IP-VG01

THERMALLY BROKEN ALUMINIUM

Slim proﬁle, Lipped outer frame, Sobinco locks

INDUSTRY LEADING CUSTOMER SERVICE
Comprehensive install guide & support

LARGE SASH WIDTHS

Up to 6.5m wide in 2 panes. 2-4 panes available

SLIMMER
STOCK COLOUR
CHOICE
Uninterrupted Sight Lines

White, Anthacite Grey & Black, Dual Colour

FROM

SUPPORT

2 WEEK LEAD TIMES
The best trade lantern

Reliable safe site delivery

www.madefortrade.co
Tel: 01642 610799

ﬁnd us on facebook

* Per leaf price is unglazed and may vary depending on size and speciﬁcation of the door. Lead time is based on a standard colour. Postcode restrictions apply
* Discount applies to new trade customers and ﬁrst, single item purchase only of the Smart Visoglide Plus Sliding Doors | Image for representation ony

The Kate Ashley-Norman Wellbeing Column

The Power Of Posture For
Increased Productivity
Are you standing comfortably? Posture not only
affects your musculoskeletal system, it affects your
positivity and your productivity says Kate AshleyNorman.
There is a famous TED Talk on
YouTube by social psychologist Amy Cuddy, writes Kate
Ashley-Norman The Installer’s
wellbeing expert author. She
talks about how our posture
can positively and negatively
influence our self-belief.
Someone who adopts a powerful ‘open’ pose (taking up
space, spread out) for two
minutes can increase testosterone (the power hormone) levels by up to 20% and decrease
cortisol (stress hormone) by 10%.
Someone who adopts a powerless pose (closed, taking up minimum space, making themselves
seem smaller and hidden away)
decreases testosterone by 10%,
and increases cortisol by 15%.
Power pose
The idea is that by adopting a
power pose before an important
event such as a job interview,
you can contribute positively to
your overall performance.
The link between posture and
good mental wellbeing is common sense, though under-researched. A depressed person
will automatically make themselves appear physically smaller.
Their thinking and self-belief will
not allow them to make their
presence felt for fear of social
judgement and criticism.
Physical depression
Someone with depression often
reports physical symptoms to describe how they are feeling. For
example, there is a heavy slow-

ness to their gait. They lack energy, have a lethargy that drags
them down and is reflected in a
poor posture, that itself perpetuates those feelings of powerlessness and low self-esteem.
Yet our bodies have an amazing ability to change our minds
and thoughts.

Someone who keeps to the
background, doesn’t speak up,
doesn’t make eye contact, minimises their physical impact on
their environment, can appear
shy and reserved – but it could
be hiding something more.
Encourage good posture
Encouraging your employees to
improve their posture can not
only help them in terms of protecting their physical health but
the hidden benefits can also
improve their emotional health
too. Implementing a companywide initiative of ‘standing tall’
and ‘shoulders back’ may seem
and feel uncomfortable at first,
yet can lead to significant shifts
in the self-assurance and self-belief of employees who might be
lacking in confidence.

Physical insight
Baby steps are required to
encourage someone to adopt a
more powerful way of holding
themselves physically – but by
changing that physical posture,
real psychological changes can
come about.
Paying more attention to the
posture of your employees will Fake it ’til you make it
give you a good insight into their We are wandering into the terriemotional wellbeing.
tory here of ‘fake it ’til you make
it’. But the power of challenging
your thinking cannot be denied.
If an individual who is struggling
with self esteem is gently encouraged to stand tall, even for just a
couple of minutes a day, they will
demonstrate to themselves they
can do it...even if they do it
privately in the safe haven of
their own home. i

Picture: Someone who
adopts a powerful ‘open’
pose can increase power
hormone levels by up to
20% and decrease stress
hormones by 10%.
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Kate Ashley-Norman partners with conscientious and
considerate fenestration
companies to help
support and strengthen
the emotional wellbeing
of their employees.
Tel: 07904 345354

1.3 U-value
Double glazed

0.9 U-value
Triple glazed

W/(m²K) for Prestige
windows subject to
speciﬁcation

12 Colours
f rom stock
in 5 days

Prestige doors

3 Part M
compliant
thresholds

Prestige covers both single and French

Doors also support SFS 3D face mounted

doors, which perfectly match Prestige

PAS24 hinges, and hardware compatibility iss

and Classic windows. With three Part M

maximised with a 35mm backset. So if you

compliant thresholds that are ﬁxed using

are looking for an aluminium system that

a universal moulding that’s hidden from

offers great value, without the extended

external view by a cover strip that slides

leadtimes and compromises of more

under the moulding to aid removal.

mundane systems, Sheerline delivers.

It’s time to move to Sheerline
TO DISCUSS BECOMING A
SHEERLINE FABRICATOR OR
INSTALLER CALL US NOW ON

01332 883960
s h e e r l i n e . c o m | info@sheerline.com

Decorative Finishes

The
P e r
Finish

f e c t

The Installer talks to Ian Cocken,
Director of Sales & Marketing at
aluplast, about how the system
company’s foil offer is presenting
exciting opportunities for installers.

“Demand for premium products, for flush casements and
bi-folds, continues to grow.
And with it, so does the popularity of colour and finish,”
says Ian Cocken of aluplast.
“Throughout last year, with the
boom in home improvements
from lockdown and Covid restrictions, activity in the retail sector
was extremely high – and that
has carried through into 2021.
At aluplast, we are on target to

the capacity to manufacture at
volume – it foils over 90,000m
of foiled product each day – but
also the flexibility to deliver on
non-standard finishes.
“We have high levels of foiled
stock available off the shelf here
in the UK,” explains Cocken.
Growth
aluplast has made significant in- “This includes our aluminium
vestment in new foiling lines and style Smooth Anthracite Grey,
CNC foiling technology at its lat- which is available on both sides
est 13-hectare manufacturing fa- and with a grey substrate.
“Thanks to our manufacturing
cility. This has not only given it
double our year-on-year turnover
for Q1 – growth that has been
driven directly through sales of
foiled product. It now accounts
for as much as 50% of our total
order volume,” he continues.
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been designed from the ground
up by aluplast and offers a number of leading features as a result. Offered with PAS24
approval as standard, it can be
manufactured to 3m high and
4.5m wide with just two panes
and can accommodate individual sash weights of up to 200kg.
Thanks to high-quality hardware
it delivers an ultra-smooth operation and because it can be
locked on all four sides of the
sash – top, bottom, left and right
– it also gives users the option to
lock a sash in position at any
point when part open, providing
additional ventilation if needed
with the peace of mind that it
remains completely secure.

capacity, we’ve also maintained
fast lead times on our bespoke
finishes as well. We’re not held
back by delays at UK ports, as
our planning ahead of Brexit has
helped to mitigate against the
problems being experienced by
some other suppliers. That means
we are currently running on lead
times of just 20 days.”
40 finishes – including wood
aluplast’s range of foils currently
extends to 40 different finishes.
These include woodec, an ultralife-like timber option that is available in three woodgrain finishes;
Turner Oak Malt, a subtle light
oak finish; Sheffield Oak Alpline,
a silvered oak finish; and
Sheffield Oak Concrete that offers a slightly darker finish.
It also includes aludec, which is
aluplast’s next generation foil that
is designed to accurately replicate aluminium. It is offered in
seven aluminium-effect finishes
that include aludec anthracite
grey; jet black; aludec DB703;
basalt grey; umbra grey; window
grey; and aludec traffic white.
Together with the other foil op-

tions in aluplast’s range, aludec
is available across the system
company’s core Ideal 70 and
contemporary Ideal 4000 system as well as its new flush casement and its flagship Smart-Slide
inline sliding door.
Looks like aluminium
“We’ve seen a significant uptake
of orders for foils but aludec in
particular opens up some really
exciting opportunities for installers,” says Cocken. “It represents a real step-change in
foiling technology – you could
place it side by side with real
aluminium and you would
honestly struggle to tell the difference.
Garden doors
“Combine it with Smart-Slide
and you have a product that can
compete with aluminium bi-folds
on size and one that offers very
similar aesthetics – but it performs better and can be sold at a
much more attractive price
point,” he continues. Unlike
most other competitor PVC-U
patio doors, Smart-Slide has

Better PVC – competing
with aluminium
“For installers, the ability to offer
Smart-Slide with our foil offering,
gives a real competitive advantage,” explains Cocken. “It can
be used to win orders against
other PVC systems because they
are simply not able to match it on
size or technical performance.
With the addition of smooth anthracite grey or an aludec finish
they can push into the territory
that would normally be reserved
for aluminium.
“There’s also the option to suit
a foiled Smart-Slide patio door,
with a house full of Ideal 4000
or our new Flush windows. Installers can offer homeowners
the contemporary aesthetics of
aluminium but with all the benefits of PVC,” Cocken concludes.
“That means they are going
to be extremely well placed to
take advantage of increased
demand throughout 2021 and
beyond. i
Pictures: Garden doors can
be suited with windows in
wood effect – or choose from
the aludec range.
aluplast.co.uk
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Foils – Dark Oaks With
Tactile Woodgrains

Renolit has expanded its range of
Renolit Exofol PFX Super-Matt Exterior
Films with four new oak décors that
not only look like wood but feel like
wood as well.

Coriander Oak
Coriander Oak has a light brown
base colour combined with
discreet grey undertones to represent an attractive natural oak.
Within the design, light and dark
areas alternate, while cathedrals
and distinctive knots convey a
rustic feel.

Renolit has added Amaranth
Oak,
Cinnamon
Oak,
Coriander Oak and Truffle
Oak. They reflect the growing
appetite for brown and dark
colours in the ever-popular
oak category and a trend for
tactile woodgrains surfaces.
The liveliness of the new décors
are accentuated by a deep, flowing woodgrain textured surface,
while a PVDF finish gives the finish
a distinctly smooth feel. Combined, it creates a naturalness that
is indistinguishable from real
wood. The low surface tension of
the PVDF top layer also makes the
film dirt-repellent and easy to
clean. Water, with a few drops of

washing-up liquid and a soft brush
or sponge, are all that is needed
for cleaning.
Cinnamon Oak
Cinnamon Oak is a warm russet
brown. With its subtle markings
and uniform colour, it is one of the
more gentle examples of the oak
species.
Amaranth Oak
Amaranth Oak has a more intense
appearance with a lively interplay
of colours and knotted detail. A
subtly limed pore structure gives
the decor a striking look whilst emphasising its characteristics of real
wood.
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Truffle Oak
Adding an interesting twist to the
immensely popular Anthracite
Grey is the graphite grey shade of
Truffle Oak. Available in both
Renolit Exofol PFX Super-Matt and
Renolit Exofol PX product grades,
its dark colour realises an interesting alternative for the widespread
demand for grey and anthracite
installations. i
Window Profiles covered with
the high performance film
Renolit Exofol PFX Super-Matt.
Plus: cathedrals and distinctive knots convey a rustic feel
to the new woodgrain
Coriander Oak.
www.renolit.com/en

LINK VENT 5000
One vent 5000 equivalent area
Similar width to a 4000mm2 vent
Made in Banbury

MADE IN BRITAIN
For more information or to find your local stockist
visit: glazpart.com/products/trickle-ventilation to
see our range of BBA and LABC certified vents or call
01295 264533 to speak with one of the team.
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Garden Doors & Verandas

Sliding Doors – Safely
Bringing the Outside In
Ben Brocklesby, a director at Origin, the British manufacturer
of aluminium doors and windows, discusses the shift in
consumer behaviour towards sliding doors and takes a look
at how they perform from a safety perspective.
sumer behaviour. Whilst the
more traditional bi-fold door is
still highly sought after, demand
for our sliders is growing quickly.
This can be put down to
homeowners
wanting
to
maximise the amount of glass
available, therefore increasing
the level of natural light coming
into the home wherever possible.

Every year at this time, with
summer just around the
corner, we see an increase in
demand from homeowners
thinking about how they can
maximise their living space,
and make more of their
gardens, writes Origin’s
Ben Brocklesby.
Given the amount of time we
have all been spending in our

homes over the last 12 months,
it is unsurprising that more
people than ever are now looking for a change.
Sliding demand
Historically, sales for our bi-fold
door range would surge, however, since we introduced the
sliding door range, we have
seen a noticeable shift in con-
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Safety first
At Origin, we are able to offer
sliding door systems with sightlines as slim as 20mm. Whilst
this allows us to meet consumer
needs, there is sometimes a perception that with this innovation
comes a compromise on safety
and security. This couldn’t be further from the truth. In fact, being
safe and secure is paramount.
So, what should people be
aware of when talking safety?
Firstly, the sliding doors need to
be manufactured to ensure the
house is safe from intruders at all


Garden Doors & Verandas

times. This might sound obvious
but it is vital. Every system needs
to boast top of the line, high
quality locking and security functions as standard. You can go
one step further by offering an
ultra-secure multi-point locking
system that has a minimum of six
points of locking. This makes a
sliding door incredibly secure.
No lock on the outside
On top of this, there are innovations, like on our OS-20, where
the only handle is on the inside, so
there’s no lock that could be
picked outside. The OS-20 also
comes as a bonded system with
the glass integrated upon delivery.
Constructed of two toughened
sheets – 6mm on both the inward
and outward facing panes with an
18mm spacer – it’s almost impossible to break...and as an added
bonus, is thermally efficient.

prevents the doors moving once Getting the right doors
Safety and security play crucial
they’re in place.
roles in the decision-making
process of getting the right doors
Slim sightlines
There are other factors that play for a home. Homeowners don’t
a vital role in the homeowner’s want an aesthetically pleasing
decision making process. For ex- sliding door that offers great
ample, the materials the sliding access to their gardens but
leaves them open to intruders or
doors made from?
Aluminium is innately strong the elements. Staying safe has to
and proven to be physically se- be a number one priority, so havcure, meaning it can support a ing the right doors that delivers
large amount of glass on a very this peace of mind, whilst also ofslim sightline. It is also resilient to fering more light and bringing
flexing, expanding or contract- the outside in, really is a
ing. PVC-U and wood are not as win/win situation. i
naturally strong and wood has a
tendency to flex and warp in dif- Pictures: Origin’s Ben
fering weather conditions, open- Brocklesby and images of
ing the homeowner up to safety some of the company’s
concerns further down the line. stunning installations.
Both these materials have thicker
sightlines too, making them a origin-global.com
less effective choice for garden
or patio doors.

Doesn’t trap fingers or toes
Secondly, any sliding door
needs to be safe to operate. Our
doors are designed with a concealed track that stops fingers
and toes getting accidentally
caught whilst the door is being
opened or closed. This is a big
deciding factor amongst families
with children. In addition, because it opens on just one track,
the mechanics are efficient, yet
incredibly simple, which reduces
unnecessary security points,
making them safe to open and
close. Weighted bearings also
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Letting The Light In
Changes to home life, coupled with a
renewed focus on wellbeing and
productivity, have highlighted a need
to increase the light into properties.
A survey by window systems
provider, Rehau, found that
the average UK home-worker
gets just 22 minutes of natural
daylight per day.
Russell Hand, Head of Product
Management and Technical at
Rehau, explores how installers can
support homeowners in their pursuit for natural light when selecting
garden doors and balconies.
The survey of 2,000 remote
workers, which found that 22
minutes of natural daylight per
day was the average they received, was commissioned by
Rehau to help better understand
the requirements and pressure

points of homeowners. Through
tapping into the working-fromhome trend, the results highlight
more about the spaces in which
the UK’s home-workers are
spending their time.
According to the survey, three
in ten have no natural light over
their working area, with a correlation between natural light and
productivity being identified.
One fifth of respondents would
move their working area adjacent to a window, with 65 per
cent convinced that lack of natural light is the main contributor to
reduced work performance.
Therefore, more focus on win-

dows and doors during home
renovations is likely, which is
welcome news for fenestration.
Opportunity for fenestration
The pursuit of light paired with
the significant rise in home renovations, means there are renewed prospects for installers.
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According to a survey, three in ten have no natural light
over their working area, with a correlation between natural
light and productivity being identified.
Home investments are antici- ple, Rehau’s Rio flush fit door,
pated to carry on due to ongo- which is an addition to the existing remote working trends, ing Rio range, is a single, openwhich may continue for the fore- out door which could be an
seeable future. What is surpris- ideal way to open up the back
ing about the survey results is of a property onto an outdoor or
that 61 per cent said they still garden space due to its large
consider the environment to be glass panel. Alongside these
temporary, despite having considerations, the appearance
worked from home for 12 of doors and windows continues
months. With this in mind, to be a priority for homeowners.
installers can play a key role in
turning these temporary spaces Consistent aesthetic
The number of results for #homeinto permanent fixtures.
improvement on Instagram currently exceeds 3.3 million,
Wherefore art
according to Checkatrade. As a
those balconies?
The survey results evidence the result, homeowners are taking
impact of daylight on health and visual inspiration from one anwellbeing, which places further other leading to a domino effect
emphasis on the need for home of new projects. In order to reap
design to maximise daylight. Fa- the rewards of this trend, tradesmous architect, Alison Brooks people must ensure they are ofstated that housing should fering high-performing and
feature more balconies. Through aesthetically pleasing solutions.
2020, balconies went from an Rehau’s Rio flush fit door, for exoften-forgotten space to an ample, complements the estabintegral part of modern living for lished Rio window system,
millions of UK residents.
helping installers to provide conInstallers should look to provide sistent appearance across doors
solutions, such as Rehau’s Sky- and windows.
force Juliet balcony designed to
appear frameless, which maximise daylight. Selecting quality
products such as Skyforce, which
have fewer components, also
allows for more efficient installation, reducing time spent on site.
In order to help people let the
outside in, installers should
expand their product portfolio
accordingly.
External doors
Checkatrade’s Home Pride Index
showed new external doors
among the top 10 renovation
plans.
Daylight
can
be
enhanced through garden
doors, so installers should be up
to speed on the latest designs
that have this effect. For exam22 | Garden Doors & Verandas Promotional Feature| The Installer

Ease of installation
When fitting garden doors and
adding balconies to homes, it
remains important to align with
homeowner priorities, including
aesthetic and natural light, especially as daylight has a clear impact on wellbeing. At the same
time, product selection should
consider ease of installation to
make the process as seamless as
possible, to minimise disruption to
homeowners. This includes choosing products with fewer components for more efficient installation
and reduced time on site. Working with suppliers, such as Rehau,
who can provide the whole
system including hardware and
accessories can also help to
streamline the process. i
Pictures: A Rehau
garden door and the
firm’s Russell Hand.
Below: Natural light is in
demand by home workers.
www.rehau.com

We do things
differently
At Kestrel our supply of aluminium extrusions for the
fabrication of windows and doors is a little different.
Not only do we stock an unrivalled range of sections in
a wide variety of lengths, we also supply standard, half
and quarter lengths too. This means the most economical
option is invariably available for your project.
Minimal waste and high sustainability in profiles of the
highest standard from a company with a 30 year pedigree.
For more information please call
0121 333 3575 or email
info@kestrelaluminium.co.uk

WINDOWS

DOORS

ROOFING

SHOPFRONT

CURTAIN WALL

BRINGING LIGHT INTO LIVING

www.kestrelaluminium.co.uk
Tel: 0121 333 3575

Meets ALL of the latest
FireDoor Standards & More
DOCUMENT Q

BUILDING REGULATIONS
FOR FIRE DOOR SETS

PAS 24
&
SBD

EN
STANDARDS

HIGH-SECURITY
FIRE RATED
DOOR
Available Now

Coming Soon!

www.defendoor.co.uk
Safety and security in any building should never be compromised.
That’s why the Defendoor has been designed and tested to ensure that it
exceeds current safety regulations and will continue to provide protection to all users.

Made using Winkhaus Fireframe

Rutland® Concealed Door Closer

Designed to perform, the
Winkhaus Fireframe is extremely
resilient to impact, kicking,
gouging and burglary attack.

The industry’s highest performing
g
soft closer is DOCUMENTMAPPROV
VED
& tested to more than 500,000
e.
cycles ensuring they always close

If you are a building developer or you work for a local council or Housing
Association, the Defendoor will ensure that your project meets all the necessary
safety requirements. To discuss your project requirements in more detail, contact FabFrames today. Call us to speak directly
to one of our friendly and knowledgeable advisors or e-mail us for more information about our products and services.

DISCUSS YOUR PROJECT

Fabframes Ltd

01626 333 713

defendoor@fabframes.net
www.defendoor.co.uk

Products & Projects

Touch LIVE Demos
Demos of the new TOUCH Vendor remote sales and ordering software from Business Micros are now live.
Installers can register their details to access a step-by-step demo which walks them through the
set-up process with no obligation to sign up to the free trial.
The demo shows users exactly how to take a warm enquiry generated from their own website
designer, add in the necessary survey info and send a priced quotation to the customer. Purple info
icons dotted around at key points open up when you click on them to explain how all the elements
of the software work and these guide users to the next location. Installers can play around with the
product designer in the demo and see how to select their chosen products, add in their own prices
and deploy it to their own website.
The one-month free trial of TOUCH Vendor, which has been offered since launch, is still available. There’s also a live chat function available on the website for anyone who needs help setting
up their account or with any aspect of how the software works. i bm-touch.co.uk

A Stair With Flair

A floating glass staircase recently installed with specialist glass
supplied by TuffX – with cantilevered floor treads – looks like an
optical illusion appearing to almost float in mid air.
TuffX was chosen to provide the 12mm safety glass for three staircase
panels and five landing panels of varying width and height needed for
the project. The toughened safety glass required to complete the job
needed a special professional touch – a CNC finish, with completely
smooth polished edges and dubbed corners, plus precision drilled holes
along the bottom.
MD Graham Price says: “Our experience as a safety glass manufacturer for over 25 years means whatever your project needs, you can be
sure that from your first call with us to delivery direct to site, we’ll make
the whole buying process as simple and effortless as the stunning result
looks.” i tuffxglass.co.uk

Spring Rewards

Velux Rewards provides vouchers redeemable at what is left
of the high street once Covid is done and online. Extra value
is given on special promotions and for every window sold.
The spring promo is live now and could earn you £Hundreds.
Vouchers can be claimed by installers, builders and homeowners
for buying roof windows. Vouchers normally range from £3 to £30
for all purchases of Velux roof windows, flat roof windows, sun tunnels, blinds or selected combination flashings throughout the year.
For March and April only Velux is offering £35 of rewards for
every white polyurethane roof window. Ideal for bathroom and
kitchen projects where daylight is key and rooms can be at risk of
condensation. The extra rewards are redeemable at a range of
retailers and restaurants including Argos, M&S, John Lewis, Adidas
and Tesco. The last day customers can submit a claim is 14 May
2021. i velux.co.uk/rewards
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Introducing the ultimate marketing blueprint.
Only from Purplex - the PR, digital and
creative agency for ambitious companies.
Discover why more companies choose Purplex as their marketing
and digital partner. Book a Zoom call, telephone 01934 808 132,
email grow@purplexmarketing.com
or visit purplexmarketing.com

Scan here to book your
free Zoom marketing
consultation

Trade News

Vinylplus Certification For Profine
Profine GmbH has been
awarded the VinylPlus
Product Label as part of its
sustainability strategy.
The VinylPlus Product Label
indicates to end customers,
manufacturers and markets
that PVC building products
are high performance and
sustainable.
The sustainability label was
developed by VinylPlus, the European PVC industry's voluntary
commitment to sustainable development, in close cooperation

in the European and UK
sales regions, in relation to
profiles and sheets. The
label refers to the Profine
production sites in Berlin
and Pirmasens.
As an official VinylPlus
partner, Profine GmbH
supports the sustainable
development of the European PVC industry. The
with the Building Research Establishment (BRE) and The Nat- company is also a member of
key associations and initiatives
ural Step (TNS).
Profine GmbH is authorised to such as EPPA and the German
use the VinylPlus Product Label Rewindo recycling network. i

More Staff To Meet
Demand
Victorian Sliders has taken on 24 more manufacturing staff to cope with continuing high
demand for its popular ECOSlide sash window.
Entering 2021 on the back of the most successful twelve months in its history, the new employees
will help the fast-growing manufacturer build on
the momentum of 2020, and ramp up production
as it invests a further £4.2m on top of the more
than £12m it’s spent over the last five years.
Coming out of the first national lockdown in the
summer of 2020, the firm was greeted with enormous demand, as homeowners around the country diverted money that they probably would’ve
spent on foreign holidays into home improvements.
By the end of the year, the company had registered sales 24.5% higher than 2019, even with the
impact of multiple lockdowns, and is predicting another bumper twelve months ahead. i

Future Proofing The
Supply Chain
Vista Panels Ltd has secured an additional
8000 sq ft unit unit on the same site as its current state-of-the-art factory on the Wirral.
The move will help mitigate raw material sourcing issues that have been observed during the
Coronavirus pandemic and Brexit.
Composite door sales grew exponentially in the
second half of 2020 and it quickly impacted the
supply chain. But with the backing of Eurocell
Group, Vista they find themselves in a strong position to be able to cope with market difficulties.
Having the resources to invest during such unstable times will hold Vista, who last year celebrated its 25th year in manufacturing, in good
stead as the flow of goods into the UK now it’s
not part of the EU is still in its early days.
Despite the unprecedented nature of 2020,
Vista saw a 30% up take on sales in the last two
quarters and the company is now working hard
to sustain workable lead times. i
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@insightdata
www.insightdata.co.uk
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Marketing Article

The Recovery Will Be
Driven By Data
Jade Greenhow, Insight
Data’s Operations Director,
discusses why data has
played an even more
important role in marketing
over the last 12 months.

This allowed our clients to build
trust in their brand and demonstrate
they can be counted on during
tough times giving them the opportunity to have a strategic advantage
over their competitors.

Staying open for business
While the crisis forced companies to
rethink how they operate, for many
of our clients this was impossible
with manufacturing plants, distribution hubs, transport and front-end
Our industry has faced many installation all requiring people to
crises in the past. One of the work together.
While clients will have had to
things the last 12 months has
close
their factories at some point
shown is just how vital marketing has been for compa- during the last 12 months, they
nies to stay relevant, writes would still have had their customer
facing side of the business open.
Jade Greenhow.
Those who scaled back their mar- Sales and support staff working
keting are the likely to be struggling, from home enabled firms to stay viswhile the firms that kept up the pres- ible to customers, respond to emails,
sure will be more likely to hit the deal with enquiries, handle quotes
ground running once we head back and process them where possible. them to maintain their presence and
towards normality.
stay connected with people, keep
Data has always been an impor- Salestracker
customers in the loop so they know
tant part of a marketing strategy Thanks to Salestracker, Insight what they can and cannot provide
but in a time of crisis it is even more Data's remote-working platform, and maintain relationships they
hundreds of marketing, sales, have spent so long to build.
critical.
customer service and telesales teams
Insight Data offers an email
have been able to work remotely.
Data driven
marketing platform, STEM, for
Salestracker provides users with a targeted email campaigns and
Data is powerful under any circumstances, as it allows you to build a prospect and customer database engagement has been consistently
picture of what is happening and with detailed business information high during the crisis.
why. Over the last year Insight on over 60,000 companies includData’s clients have been utilising our ing fabricators, installers, house- Better results
up-to-date data to help them through builders, local builders, contractors, Since launching in 2006, Insight
the crisis and prepare for the future. merchants and architects. The Data is now a leading provider of
They were also able to use our system records and date-stamps marketing data and CRM software
data to allow them to continuously every activity so managers can keep exclusively in the UK construction,
improve their marketing campaigns an eye on productivity.
fenestration and glazing industries,
in tune with their customer’s everhelping suppliers get better results
changing needs. Customers want in- Communication
from their sales and marketing. i
formation that’s useful to them so With traditional methods of commumarketing messages relevant to their nication affected by remote working www.insightdata.co.uk
specific needs will have meant high many companies have been using purplexmarketing.com
email marketing. It has enabled
engagement.
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Comment
This Is Not A Playground
Children are still found using construction sites and derelict properties
as playgrounds. As we hit the Easter holidays and the end of
lockdown (and then the summer holidays) and all that pent up
excitement and the need to ‘explore’, The Installer is supporting the call
for anybody who has anything to do with constructions sites, big or
small, to get the message out – ‘This Is Not A Playground’.
Young lives are lost every year from falls – and from drownings – as
young people go on the search for adventure. More will be on that
journey this year I am sure. So tell your family; tell your friends; and
your colleagues – give children the lecture...don’t go onto construction
sites, they are dangerous places.
Covid Blitzes Building Businesses
Covid-19 has caused more economic damage to the UK than
Napoleon, Hitler and The Kaiser – and construction was worst hit. We
all thought construction and house building had gone on regardless
and home improvement got over a sticky start to lockdown but
boomed once safe working measures were put in place. Well
apparently it wasn’t OK for everybody with nearly 2,000 firms that
identified as being in the construction sector having to close their doors
and put staff out of work. So if you are booming or even just getting
by, have a thought for those who were not so fortunate.
New Body To Ensure New Homes Standard
All new developments must meet local standards of beauty, quality and
design under new rules and there will be a new Tzar. This could be
good...or this could be bad. We know there is a bias against PVC-U at
the best of times and yet it is a remarkable product (as is aluminium
and wood and steel). We need our trade bodies to step up and make
sure contractors working in all materials get a fair shout. Have a look
at the FENSA Column on page 8 to see what the biggest and best
installer network is doing to serve the greater interests of its members.
Pointing A Finger At Drug Testing
Keepmoat Homes is to deploy portable fingerprint drug testing across
100 UK development sites – but it will only check to see it you’ve been
on the blow (or anything else) in the past sixteen hours. Keepmoat
clearly want to keep safe but don’t want to be the industry police. I
wonder what their stance will be on Covid passports?
Green Homes Grant Scheme Blown Out
As we went to press it became clear that the Green Homes Grant
Scheme was to be scrapped. The botched affair should never have
seen the light of day...but it is shameful that the government has hidden
its abandonment in a sea of misdirection. It would have been far more
honest if those who conceived the abomination had the guts to say
they got it wrong – and committed to not making the same mistake
twice...or should that be four times...maybe five or even six – I’ve lost
count of the ‘green homes schemes’ cockups!
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PROFINDER
Tel: 07932 243 008

Access Systems

Fo
or all your access control
an
nd door hardware
solutions
Electric Strikes
Deadlocking Bolts
● Waterproof Keypads
● Compact Shearlocks
● Deadlocks & Deadlatches
● Lo
ock Accessories
● Tr
ransom Door Closers
● Vortex Magnets
●
●

01202 676262
info@alpro.co.uk
w w w. a l p ro . c o . u k

www.profinder.eu

Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

Colour Applicators

Conservatory Roofs

AN INDUSTRY LEADING
COLOUR COATING SPECIALIST
FOR WINDOWS, DOORS AND
ROOFLINE
ANY COLOUR IN 5 DAYS

Get a FREE Quote
on 01924 454856
or visit
kolorseal.co.uk

Audio Window Systems

Handling Equipment

Baypole Jacks
You can buy jacking kits from as
little as £6.00 each (subject to
order). Kits manufactured to fit
most systems with various loadings.
Top and bottom adjustments meet
Fensa requirements.

£6.00 each
Jacking kits for £

Flyscreens

Systems Duraflex, Swish24/7, Eurocell,
Status, Synseal, Kommerling, Veka

CAP DESIGNS LIMITED

Ref: Fab11

53 Pound Lane Central,
Basildon, Essex, SS15 4EX
Phone: 0844 4772505
Fax: 0871 2214305
E-mail: capjacking@aol.com
Web: www.capdesigns.co.uk

Corner Protectors
“Technically the best way
to toe and heel glass”

Corner protectors • Flat,Bridge,Wedge and Frame Packers • Locking wedges • Run up blocks • Flexible corner wedges
For more information or to find your local stockists visit:
glazpart.com/products/glazing-accessories/
or call 01295 264533 to speak with one of the team.

Profile Bending
Machinery

G.M.FORMERS
DRY PVCU PROFILE BENDING
HIGH SPEC FORMERS FOR ALL PROFILES
t: +44(0)1744 24256
f: +44(0)1744 24279
e: geoff@gmformers.com
w: www.gmformers.com

Window openers

PROFINDER

Profile Bending

Tel: 07932 243 008
Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

Planning Consultants
Spares for Repairs

Profile Bending

Window Bags & Display Cases

Window Protection Film

Andywrap® Masking Film
The No.1 UK leading Window Protector

• FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY
(NO MINIMUM ORDER)
“Our in-depth knowledge, attention
to detail and friendly service make
Curved Frame Specialists the ideal
choice to build your custom frames.”

■ PVCU profi
file
i bending arch
and angle specialists
■ 7-10 working day turn
around
■ Over 20 years experience
■ Competitive prices

• AVAILABLE IN CLEAR
OR BLUE
• SOLVENT BASED ACRYLIC
(BEST YEAR-ROUND ADHESIVE)

• SUPPLYING THE GLAZING
INDUSTRY FOR OVER 25 YEARS

Call Freephone:

0800 0850006

sales@andywrap.net

The New Visofold Heritage
Available now from Garrard Windows

Part of the Visofold 6000 series, Visofold Heritage is a high-quality,
high-performance, sliding folding door, developed to match the slim
profiles and Art Deco design of traditional steel doors. Providing
a modern, like-for-like replacement for steel materials, Visofold
Heritage delivers the exceptional thermal performance associated
with modern aluminium systems.

Call us now for enquiries:
Tel : 01296 6688 99
Fax now for a quotation : 01296 668450
or email : enquiries@garrardwindows.co.uk
Visit our website :

www.garrardwindows.co.uk

We pride ourselves on our reliability

